Let's Make Magic Together
Let me just implore you one more time, please get those reps in ahead of time:
(when Gray sends out the list of songs).
Then, when we get to rehearsal, you can make MAGIC instead of
going through the reps.

Mike Slamka

We can always go through the reps again, but there is so much more that we
can do with confidence.

We can start making music with artistry!
8 more rehearsals to get ready
to put on our usual great show!
January 6, 13, 20, 27 February 3, 10, 17, 24

Ads Help
"Happy Days To Come Again"
Bob Davidson

Have you been selling ads for our upcoming show? We hope so because the
time is flying. Get your completed sales information to Bob Davidson and
make sure the copy-ready ads are in his hands by January 20. Also, send him
the payments for the ads. Bob's email address is: rsdavidson1@gmail.com
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The Marketing & Program Guy

Gray Poehler

As I write this it's the day after Christmas and rather than relaxing, I am thinking
about program ads and selling tickets to our upcoming 2022 show, just nine (9)
weeks and counting. Bob Davidson wants to close out the ad campaign by January
20, and I want to make sure my friends and neighbors have the show penciled in on
their wall calendars. I have already sent them emails with all the show information
and plan to send a reminder if I do not hear back from them in two weeks. If still no
response, I will pick up the telephone and call them.

As for the program ads, most of the people I deal with have committed to renew again. I have told
everyone what a great show it will be this year and I am using this time away from rehearsals to memorize
and put the finishing touches on the new show songs. I plan to be completely off the paper by January 13
and I hope you do too.
I am also reviewing the regular repertoire as we have several gigs coming up on January 14 and 27.
I am cautiously optimistic and wish to accentuate the positive, that "Happy Days Are Here Again" and we
will see an end to Covid and all the inconveniences we have had to deal with these last 20 months.

I wish you and yours a
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We Sing Acappella
Except When We Don't

I was going through some of my pictures and came across this one. It is
certainly good for a chuckle:
"The Tropical Depressions Quartet perform at Shell Point
with their backup group, the Southwest Symphony Orchestra."

Jim Shubert

This foursome was made up of
Richard Klym, Jim Shubert, Don Kirkpatrick and Dave Eastlake

Note TD
projected
onto the
big screen

New Member Frank Tesseyman
Frank is a snowbird from Orchard Park, New York which is located upstate in snow
country. A bass, who also has sung lead, Frank has been an active member with the
Friends of Harmony chorus in East Aurora, New York for twenty years. He and his
wife, Fulvia, reside in Sterling Oaks in North Naples. A practicing attorney, he
learned of our chapter from Bill Poste.

Passing
his
audition

Welcome
Frank!
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Curt Wood

We have a director who's fine
He goes by the name Jackson Rine
With him we'll have fun
He's second to none
With him, yes, we'll have a great time
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We Did It Again!
As part of our mission to make the world a better place, we once again
sang our hearts out and were rewarded by the generosity of the patrons at
the restaurants to the tune of $5,824. We expect to grant The Salvation
Army with over $7,000 as we add in contributions from members and
from the chapter.

What A Great Bunch Of Guys

These photos are from 5th Ave S
We also had a great group on 3rd Street S
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